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the wood I heard a sudden sharp rustling and struggling amongst
the dry leaves and sticks and then some animal began to scream
violently. A little chestnut-coloured creature was darting and
struggling about upon the ground with such furious vehemence
and extraordinary rapidity that I could not for some time make out
what it v/as. The animal had evidently been caught in a trap by the
hind leg. At first I thought from its bushy tail that it was a squirrel.
Finding that it could not free its leg from the teeth of the powerful
gin the little creature after darting about and struggling with the
most inconceivable swiftness and furious violence, turned like a wild
beast at bay and faced me like a lion with its eyes flaming with fury
and its lips drawn savagely so as to bare its teeth. It was a beautiful
and graceful little creature with a bushy tail, a body arched like a
greyhound, glossy chestnut fur on the back and sides and underneath
a pale delicate yellow. I think it was a stoat. I could not help but
admire the courage of the little creature and the steadiness and fierce-
ness with which he gazed at me. Then he turned with pathetic
curiosity and concern to look at the trap and his imprisoned and
wounded leg, and fearing that the leg might be broken or that he
might be left there to die of hunger, with one blow on the back of
the head I put him out of his fear and pain.
I went on to Maurice Richards' cottage seated in a pleasant nook
in the wooded hillside looking towards the rising sun and 'towards
Lady Lift' as Mrs. Richards said. Her kindly pleasant comely face
carried me back to Clyro and reminded me strongly of Mrs. Vaughan
the shoemaker's wife and widow. The garden was in the most
exquisitely neat order and the house beautifully clean. I took a great
fancy to the place and the people.
Thursday, 4 April
Lady Cornewall called and kindly brought me another bottle of
the Syrup of Hypophosphate of lime.
Easter Day, 21 April
I took the 3 full services. There were 20 guests at the H.C., the
largest number I have yet seen in Bredwardine. Alms i8/9j. Good
congregations at all 3 services. I was very thankful to be able to do
it all myself without troubling anyone. My voice was stronger and
clearer to-day than it has been at all since my illness.

